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GENERAL COMMENTS
My main concern with this paper was the lack of a significant contribution to the literature. The paper was very similar to what they reported for asthma (Unni & Shiyanbola, 2015) , and although I understand the need to examine different patient groups I did not see that this study found anything particularly novel. My other concerns had to do with the rationale behind using the four clusters, design issues, and the numerous typos and grammatical errors.
I did not feel the rationale was strong enough, e.g. "However, the sparse studies on patients with diabetes has generated inconsistent results and does not indicate which factors mainly affect medication adherence" (pg 5). I don't think one can argue that the literature on adherence in diabetes is sparse. Even the literature looking at illness beliefs and diabetes could not be argued to be sparse. Although there are some mixed findings, I don't feel these were clearly identified in the introduction.
I also struggled to see how clustering adherence behaviours of patients with T2D based on their medication beliefs and illness beliefs into four clusters would be beneficial for developing tailored interventions. Wouldn't the same goal be achieved by simply assessing medication beliefs/illness beliefs without the need for clustering into four groups? The rationale for this approach was too vague.
I also thought the sample size was quite small for such an approach, compared to Horne and colleagues who had a sample of nearly 2000 patients. I also wonder whether growth curve modelling would have been a better approach to use to examine adherence trends/behaviours and beliefs in T2D.
There were several sentences that were rather unclear. For example on page 3 in the strengths/limitations: "This study highlighted the importance of content and theory-driven components to enable replication of successful adherence interventions". I'm not sure how this cross-sectional study achieved this?
Lastly, the paper needs to be proof-read as there were many typographical and grammatical errors as well as many long sentences which were hard to follow. Also I was confused by the sentence "No patients were involved in the study design...recruitment or implementation" (pg 10). How can you have recruitment with no patients?
In summary I think the paper needs to be revised to emphasise the contribution to the literature and provide a better rationale for using the cluster analysis. 3. On page 14, it's interesting that the skeptical group has "less understanding of their illness" but their health literacy was contradicting and rated high. Part of the definition of health literacy is the capability of understanding the disease. Your team may want to look into the information sources the group subscribes to. Furthermore, this group has low self-efficacy, which previously has been associated with low health literacy. Why are the findings different in your study population? Perhaps a qualitative study in this particular group would give a better understanding. We agree that a follow-up qualitative study to further explore the understanding of the clusters would be great. We will explore this possibility in the future.
VERSION 1 -AUTHOR RESPONSE
Overall, this study is academically interesting and significant, but whether it is practical in clinical practices to apply i.e. identifying the patient's cluster to tailor diabetic management. Despite their cluster, the mainstay of diabetic management is always individualized care. My main concern with this paper was the lack of a significant contribution to the literature. The paper was very similar to what they reported for asthma (Unni & Shiyanbola, 2015) , and although I understand the need to examine different patient groups I did not see that this study found anything particularly novel. My other concerns had to do with the rationale behind using the four clusters, design issues, and the numerous typos and grammatical errors.
It might seem impractical in clinical practice to identify patient clusters and tailor medication adherence counseling and development of unique self-management interventions for patients with diabetes. However, clustering patients' adherence behavior based on their beliefs may provide a mechanism for providers to focus on the specific belief needs of the patients in the context of their psychosocial characteristics, a more tailored approach than the general 'size fits all' approach to addressing adherence. Clustering may be done in a single visit with the provider, included in a patient's records, and available to providers via electronic patient portals
Thank you for your comments.
The novelty of the paper has been further highlighted.
We have addressed the rationale for the clustering, the reviewer's advice to use a different data analysis approach, and the grammatical errors.
This sentence has been deleted to avoid confusion.
We We have added more details regarding this in the introduction section.
I also thought the sample size was quite small for such an approach, compared to Horne and colleagues who had a sample of nearly 2000 patients. I also wonder whether growth curve modelling would have been a better approach to use to examine adherence trends/behaviours and beliefs in T2D. There were several sentences that were rather unclear. For example on page 3 in the strengths/limitations: "This study highlighted the importance of content and theory-driven components to enable replication of successful adherence interventions". I'm not sure how this cross-sectional study achieved this?
We have corrected this sentence to not reflect that the study results are useful for the replication of adherence intervention.
We have proofread the paper for errors. We have corrected the confusing sentence to indicate that patients did not have direct involvement in developing the study design and research questions.
